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1 John 14:6; 10:10; reference also ‘life’ (& ‘way’ & truth) in Gen 2:5-9; Ps 1:1-6; Ps 16:1-11; Prov 6:20-23; John  
  17:1-3; Rom 6:1-14; 1 Tim 2:1-4; 1 Tim 4:4-8; Heb 13:7-8. 
 2 This quote is from the leadership team at Trinity Presbyterian Church, Charlottesville, PA.
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I am the way, and the truth, and the life. 

I have come so that they may have life, and have it abundantly.   

- Jesus1

WHAT IS  THE GOOD LIFE? 

We all want to be happy, to have ‘the good life.’ This is the quest of philosophers and all sensitive 
souls throughout history. The good news is that God desires the good life for us, too. Our 
Creator made us ‘very good,’ designing us for rich relationship with Himself and other creatures. 
Even in our rebellion against Him and rejection of true happiness, He graciously works to 
restore us to true life. This good life is a progressive growth into full, lasting happiness with God 
as the Provider of all good things. 

WHAT IS  A ‘RHYTHM OF L IFE’?  

A rhythm of life is a way to intentionally grow together in the good life with God. Its collective 
rhythms guide us in life-giving practices that cultivate greater health for following Jesus in a life 
of love. It organizes our lives, individually and corporately, by a set of grace-principled activities. 
It prioritizes pathways of spiritual disciplines that train us for godliness in all of life. It begins 
with specific, limited exercises…that gradually extend to all-of-life ‘habits of the heart.’ 

To clarify, a rule is not as a special standard for 'elite' leaders, but a set of healthy practices that 
benefits all members of a community. As one group of Christian leaders says, “[The rule] is not 
a super-spirituality, a law of bondage, or a higher way for a fortunate few. It is, rather, a means to 
grow pure and blameless, belonging in our entirety to God, our bodies offered as a living 
sacrifices, seeking the mysterious work of the Holy Spirit in conforming us fully to the image of 
Christ.” The whole community, despite differences of gifts and capacities, benefits from common 
spiritual exercises. These exercises bring integration between faith & practice, between different 
types of servant-leaders all going after the same mission in community. In other words, a rule 
moves us from mere ideas and stated values to concrete practices that form us as healthy 
participants in God’s work of multiplying disciples and churches.2 



 

3 Gen 1:12, 26-31; Matt 1:18-25; Rom 8:18-39; Gal 3:1-14; Eph 1:3-14; Phil 1:18-26; 1 Thes 5:9-10; 1 Jn   
     4:12-16; Rev 21:1-7. 
4 Matt 16:13-17; Acts 2:41-47; Acts 4:31-35; Rom 12-16; 1 Cor 11-14; Eph 2:11-22; Eph 4:1-16. 
5  John 6:63-65; Rom 11:5-6; Eph 2:4-10; Col 1:3-23; Col 2:6-7; 2 Thes 1:11-12; 2 Tim 2:24-25; Heb 11:9. 
6  Ps 12:6; Matt. 5:17-18; John 10:34-35; 17:12-17; Rom 12:1-2; 1 Cor 4:15-17; 1 Cor 11:1-2; Phil 3:17; 2  
    Thes 3:6-9; 2 Tim 3:16-17; 2 Pet 1:20-21; Heb 11:7.

HOW IS A RHYTHM OF L IFE CONNECTED TO THE BIGGER 
PICTURE? 
God is with and for us. This is what the Father, in His Son and by His Spirit, has revealed to us. 
His call—and our proper response—is to be with and for Him. This is the drama  
of redemption. 3   

So how does a rhythm of life help us prepare to better play our dramatic parts? A ‘rhythm of life’ 
goes hand-in-hand with a ‘rule of faith.’ These two together, in turn, inform and shape a ‘life of 
faith.’ A rule of faith is essentially an answer to the question, “Who do we say Christ is?” It often 
takes the form of brief statements, connecting Jesus to the most essential components of our 
gospel faith in God, humanity, salvation, etc. A rhythm of life responds to the question, “How 
do we follow Christ together?” It provides exercises to follow Jesus more faithfully in our 
particular place. Jointly applying this rule of faith and rhythm of life—you could say, training in 
truth— aims here: a life of faith, connected to both a rule of faith and a rhythm of life, resulting 
in a vital connection to the true Christ, manifested in the church and to the world in a mission 
of love.4  

HOW TO PRACTICE A SPECIFIC RHYTHM OF L IFE? 
A rhythm is voluntary in entry, but not optional in follow through (such as in marriage, church 
membership, mortgage agreement, etc.). Each person freely chooses—or not—to enter into a 
particular structure of life together. One soberly commits the pathway of a rhythm of life, free 
from coercion. It expresses a considered commitment to both the God who loves us too much 
to leave us where we’re at, and to other disciples of Jesus seeking a fuller life with God—a life 
that is neither earned, nor sustained, by pious exercises done apart from God and His 
unmerited, enabling grace.5 

A healthy rhythm draws on Scripture. It is the ‘gold standard’ of all Christian faith and practice; 
the supreme authority by which everything is measured. A rule also draws on the collective 
wisdom of mature, Spirit-filled believers who are practiced in discerning what is good. 
Therefore, a rhythm reliably guides healthy practices. Yet it should be occasionally evaluated to 
re-confirm its effectiveness. If that rule is found lacking in any part, it can and should be 
modified so that it remains aligned to Scripture and the Spirit-guided life of faithfully following 
Jesus in a particular context.6 

Practically speaking, a rhythm of life is designed to stretch, but not break, the follower of Jesus. 
It makes definite demands on us—demands that require enabling grace, and prepares us for a 
lifestyle that continually requires grace. So a rhythm engages our whole person (head-heart-
hands), and involves our whole life (time-talents-treasure) to a significant degree. In particular, 
it engages our ‘hands’ so that we can more clearly discern our ‘heart,’ as well as not overly 
intellectualize or sterilize a life of faith in our ‘head.’ Therefore, it helps us not only avoid gospel-
less legalism, but also the twin danger of gospel-less licentiousness.  
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OUR RHYTHM OF L IFE:  8  PRACTICES 

Listed below are the eight practices of our rhythm at The Journey-West County. Following 
afterward is an elaboration of the practices, arranged in overlapping, interconnected categories 
of ‘upward,’ ‘inward’ and ‘outward’ devotions (intentional practices that shape a faithful life). In 
fact, all of the practices mesh together and each exercise should have positive impact on all three 
categories. Each of the seven practices is also contextual. So they offer concrete expectations, but 
are fitted for the specific context of life in 21st century SL-West County, and they offer flexibility 
in application to each individual’s specific circumstances.  

P R AY E R —Communication with our God, the source and goal of all life (Daily) 

R E A D I N G —Intake of Scripture primarily, also other life-giving resources (Daily)  

R E F L E C T I O N —Consideration of one’s own heart, relationships and mission (Weekly)  

R E S T —Unplugging from normal activities to more fully connect with God (Weekly)  

B O D Y —Caring for our physical bodies according to the Creator’s design (Daily)  

F E L L O W S H I P —Connection with community of Christ, giving and receiving (2x Week)  

F R I E N D S H I P —Connection with others not in the community of Christ (Weekly)  

G I V I N G —Support of ministry multiplication, financially & tangibly (2x Week)
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 7 Ps 5:1-2; Matt 6:5-15; Luke 5:15-16; Luke 11:1-13; Jude 1:20-21; Col 1:3-10; 1 Thes 5:16-18; Jam  
    5:13-18. 
 8 Ps 19:7-11; Ps 119:1-176; 2 Chron 34; Neh 8; Matt 13:18-23; Acts 15:13-32; 1 Cor 1:18-21; Col 4:16.

EXPANDED ELABORATION OF OUR RHYTHMS 

PRAYER—COMMUNICATION WITH OUR GOD, THE SOURCE AND GOAL 
OF ALL L IFE (DAILY)  
Our mission of love is set in the context of a relationship of love. We were made, and are being re-made, 
to personally commune with our God. So we set aside regular times to quietly listen and speak to Him. 
In exercises of prayer we learn to more deeply converse with the living God. Through this practice more 
and more of our life becomes prayer, even in the midst of much noise and activity.7 

Starting point: 10 minutes of focused conversation with God every day.  

Practical suggestion: Express your thanksgiving for His goodness, confession of truth and sin, and 
petition for daily needs. Do this in a quiet place and a regular time, combining it with your daily reading 
practice. 

READING—INTAKE OF SCRIPTURE PRIMARILY,  ALSO OTHER LIFE-
GIVING RESOURCES (DAILY)  
Our mission of love is guided by divine speech. God uniquely speaks in the Bible, and we desperately 
need to hear. So we give daily attention to the Bible, and to those Christians who have also understood 
and lived it well. Through this practice more and more of our life is informed and guided by ‘things 
above,’ even in the midst of competing ideas and inner static. Exercises of intake such as lectio divina, 
reading through larger sections of the Bible, listening to the Scripture preached, or engaging a classic 
Christian writing are tremendously valuable.8 

Starting point: 10 minutes of attentive spiritual reading every day.  

Practical suggestion: Read a portion of Scripture slowly and meditatively. Do this in a quiet place and 
regular time, combining it with your daily prayer practice. 

‘Upward’ Devotions—Being aware of, and attentive to, the loving,  
all-sufficient God. 
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 9 Ps 1-2; Ps 139:1-24; Prov 1:1-9; Prov 20:5; Prov 1:22-33/11:14/20:16/24:1-6; Acts 15:6; 1 Cor 1:18-31;  
    2 Tim 2:7.  
10 Gen 2:1-3; Ex 20:8-11; Ex 23:9-12; Josh 21:43-45; Matt 6:24-34; Matt 11:25-30; Heb 3:7-4:11.

 
REFLECTION—CONSIDERATION OF ONE’S HEART,  
RELATIONSHIPS AND MISSION (WEEKLY)   

Our mission of love takes place amidst change. Our contexts are ever changing and we are liable 
to turn in unhealthy or ineffective directions. We lack wisdom. Reflection can help us with self-
awareness, understanding who we are, what we are doing, and how to better serve others. So we 
practice reflection in ways such as journaling, Ignatian Examen, story-telling, and Christian 
counseling.9 

Starting point: 20 minutes of thoughtful self-reflection every week. 

Practical suggestion: Clarify your priorities for loving God and others. Prayerfully journal about 
how loving went the previous week, and forecast for the coming week, noting any points of 
excitement or anxiety. Combine this practice with your weekly practice of rest.  

REST—UNPLUGGING FROM NORMAL ACTIVITIES TO MORE 
FULLY CONNECT WITH GOD (WEEKLY)  

Our mission of love is long-term, and seeks lasting fruit. As instruments of His love we want to 
burn brightly, not burn out. So we submit to our creaturely limits and need for rest, physically, 
emotionally, and mentally. This may mean addition of special activities, but certainly demands 
subtraction of normal labors and empty entertainment.10 

Starting point: 3 hours of conscientious rest from normal work and non-energizing 
entertainment every week. 

Practical suggestion: Firmly commit to a date with yourself (and family/friends). Free it from 
normal work and worries to intentionally, dependently delight in God. Experiment with times 
of silence and solitude and/or extended enjoyment of soul-nourishing activities which do not 
tax yourself or others. Integrate this practice with others such as reading, prayer and reflection. 

 
**Additionally: We recommend making space for extended refreshment and reflection (spiritual 
retreat) 1-2x every year. Our mission of love is easily distracted. A pilot off by only a degree or 
two can end up in a very different place than intended. Extended time for hearing God’s voice, 
as well as deeper reflection and self-evaluation serves us well. We also realize that a quality 
guides can help reflection times—and commend the ministry of trained Christian counselors 
and spiritual directors. 

‘Inward’ Devotions—Being aware of, and attentive to, yourself as  
a loved, needy creature. 
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11 Gen 1:26-21; Rom 6:12-13; Rom 12:1-2; 1 Cor 9:24-27; 2 Cor 5:1-10; Phil 3:17-21.  
12  Ps 27:4; Ps 107:31-32; Prov 17:17/18:24; Acts 2:42-47; 1 Cor 14:26; Eph 5:17-21; Col 3:15-17; Heb  
      10:19-25.

BODY—CARING FOR OUR PHYSICAL BODIES ACCORDING TO 
THE CREATOR’S DESIGN (DAILY)  

Our mission of love cannot be dissociated from the physical world, or our physical bodies. God 
created humans as embodied creatures. Eating healthy and exercising properly helps us to 
honor God’s design and be most energized to engage in His purposes in the world.11 

Starting point: Varying exercise depending on your life stage and particulars, but 20 minutes, 3 
days a week is reasonable for many. Eat regular meals with attention to health and moderation.  

Practical suggestion: Take a look at your current lifestyle. Consider the foods you eat, and 
whether your eating and drinking aligns with good health, or to satisfy anxiety, seek control, or 
some other impulse. Also, consider how it would look to introduce regular exercise into your 
schedule. It may be wise to consult a physician in order to best learn how to properly make 
these changes in a healthy manner. 

 

FELLOWSHIP—CONNECTION WITH COMMUNITY OF CHRIST,  
GIVING AND RECEIVING (2X WEEK)  

Our mission of love necessitates leading self and others toward love. As members of the one 
Body of Christ, we need the Body’s contributions. Some are enabled to lead us in preaching and 
sacrament. We need to weekly engage and receive from our corporate worship times. Some are 
enabled to facilitate smaller, more intimate communities of disciples. Thus we need to give and 
receive in our Community Groups. Others offer still other important gifts, as each one certainly 
has been gifted so by the Spirit of Christ.12 

Starting point: Gather with fellow believers committed to life together, twice weekly.  

Practical suggestion: Attend corporate worship with the larger congregation every weekend. 
Meet with other believers for more intimate community (Community Group) every week. 

‘Outward’ Devotions—Being aware of, and attentive to, others within the 
church and world. 
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13 Ps 66:1-5; John 4:1-42; Matt 28:18-20; Luke 24:36-53; Rom 1:14-17; 1 Cor 1:18-2:5; 1 Cor 9:16-23;  
      Col 4:3-6; 1 Thes 4:12; 1 Tim 3:7; 1 Pet 3:8-20.  
14 Ex 35; Acts 2:42-47; Rom 12:1- 21; 2 Cor 9; Eph 4:1-16; 2 Thes 1:11-12; 1 Pet 4:8-11.

FRIENDSHIP—CONNECTION WITH OTHERS NOT IN THE 
COMMUNITY OF CHRIST (WEEKLY)   

Our mission of love has a wide scope. God desires worshippers from every tribe and tongue, 
every race and walk of life. Among these are our next-door neighbors, work partners, 
teammates and past enemies. We believe the best life is found in Jesus, and the most loving gift 
we can give friends is a vital connection to Him. So we make it our business to cultivate 
friendships and look for ways to bless non-Christian friends in diverse ways leading  
to that end.13 

Starting point: Intentional prayer for and personal connection with a non-Christian friend 
every week. 

Practical suggestion: Identify specific neighbors or workmates who need to find the good life in 
Jesus. Make a plan to enjoy some time with a friend, be curious and get to know them better, 
and look for ways to bless them in light of their particular story, makeup and tangible needs. 

GIVING—SUPPORT OF THE LARGER MISSION, F INANCIALLY & 
TANGIBLY (2X WEEK)  

Our mission of love is designed to multiply disciples and churches. This multiplication to more 
peoples & places happens as we give our money and service. So we are committed to give 
financially and regularly serve in a number of ways ranging from music, to IT, to teaching, to 
greeting, etc.14 

Starting point: Practically serve and financially give to your local church every week. 

Practical suggestion: Prayerfully decide the amount of money you want to give on a weekly 
basis. Follow through on Sundays or online. Prayerfully determine the specific way you want to 
support the church’s ministry every Sunday, whether a formal role or informally by bringing 
friends or greeting guests before/after service. Follow through according to the grace He 
supplies. 
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